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BLOCKCHAIN REPORT 

FOREWORD 
 

The crypto market continues to grow after a year that will be forever reminded as a very 

important and crucial one for cryptocurrency's future. As we wrap up 2021, we follow the trend of 

growth year after year, where the crypto market has been touching new all-time highs and with so 

many new companies getting into web3.0, investing in crypto and NFTs, it seems that this trend will 

carry on during 2022.  

The mentality of a market that is purely speculative and led by internet nerds tends to be 

dissipating with big hedge funds getting into crypto and acquiring large amounts of Bitcoin and 

Ethereum, like Grayscale Investments, that now holds close to 3.5% of the Bitcoin circulating supply. 

With this new year, two things need to be accounted for: first is the monetary policy 

regarding inflation control, which will most likely affect investors' positions on acquiring Bitcoin as 

an inflation “counter-attack”. The second one regards the ongoing discussion on regulating 

cryptocurrencies, especially stable coins. They are one of the best ways that the market found to 

provide liquidity, however, the allegations of some of these being a bigger scheme than the one 

Bernard Madoff was accused of during the subprime financial crisis in 2008, led to the necessity of 

establishing some regulation over them. 

With Web3.0 and the prospect of a new digital revolution, cryptocurrencies are one of the 

main options when it comes to online payment methods and transactions, but as we get into this 

technological revolution, we will need to see the applications of blockchain in web3.0 besides 

payments and NFTs, such as e-Sports. 

This market isn’t only about Bitcoin and Ethereum. As of today, more than 16,000 

cryptocurrencies are listed in major exchanges and during the past year, some of them stole the 

spotlight from the two biggest cryptos during periods of time. One of them was Cardano. 

Cardano was founded in 2015 by Charles Hoskinson with the goal of introducing the function 

of smart contracts in the blockchain world. As of now, Cardano is one of the most staked crypto 

assets in the world with over 70% of its circulating supply staked.  

In this report, the club's main goal was to analyze the market going into 2022 and the future 

of Cardano. We hope you can learn more about this emerging market. 

Rodrigo Pinto Pinheiro 
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PANORAMIC OVERVIEW OF THE MARKET 

 
 
2021 GENERAL OVERVIEW 
 

Like in the previous years, 2021 was largely marked by the biggest and key well-known 

cryptocurrency, Bitcoin. Indeed, its price almost doubled from January to December, and it carries 

out a market capitalization of $945 billion, higher than worldwide important companies, like 

Facebook, Berkshire Hathaway, or NVIDIA. 

However, since Bitcoin was launched (January 3rd, 2009), the cryptocurrencies spectrum 

has been expanded dramatically. Hundreds of new virtual currencies are released every month. 

The following tables outline the 10 biggest cryptocurrencies at the moment – Bitcoin (BTC), 

Ethereum (ETH), Binance Coin (BNB), Tether (USDT), Solana (SOL), Cardano (ADA), XRP (XRP), 

U.S. Dollar Coin (USDC), Polkadot (DOT), Dogecoin (DOGE). 

 

Figure 1 - The price growth was computed from the simplest form of calculating returns: (Recent Price – 

Past Price)/Past Price (Source: CoinMarketCap) 
 

Apart from Tether and U.S. Dollar Coin, it is easily visible that all the other biggest digital 

assets delivered astonishing returns. Solana carried out the higher return within this spectrum, it 

went from $1.84 to $198.88, soaring its market capitalization to $61 billion, the fifth major 

cryptocurrency. 

 BTC ETH BNB USDT SOL 

Market Capitalization $ 945 billion $ 482 billion $ 91 billion $ 78 billion $ 61 billion 

Price on 1st January $ 29,347.15 $ 730.37 $ 37.91 $ 1.0019 $ 1.8421 

Price on 26th December $ 49,983.34 $ 4,053.43 $ 544.29 $ 1.0000 $ 198.88 

Price Growth 2021 70.32% 454.98% 1335.74% -0.19% 10696.37% 

 ADA XRP USDC DOT DOGE 

Market Capitalization $ 48 billion $ 44 billion $ 42 billion $ 29 billion $ 25 billion 

Price on 1st January $ 0.1753 $ 0.2374 $ 0.9998 $ 8.3068 $ 0.0057 

Price on 26th December $ 1.4400 $ 0.9195 $ 1.0000 $ 29.5000 $ 0.1888 

Price Growth 2021 721.45% 287.34% 0.02% 255.13% 3220.63% 
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Tether and U.S. Dollar Coin are leading stablecoins. Crypto price swings exist and are 

regular, therefore, to fight this crypto volatility, stablecoins are a trustworthy manner for investors 

to continue in the crypto environment at much lower risk. Stablecoins are fewer volatile 

cryptocurrencies whose value is backed up by a real-world asset, usually by a fiat currency.  

Alongside these performances, the overall digital-assets market exploded in 2021, reaching 

a new record on its market capitalization. Indeed, the market´s bullish trends and its consequent 

price explosions on the major cryptocurrencies, helped the crypto market to reach the level of $3 

trillion for the first time in November. 

The usage of cryptocurrencies is becoming popular around the world and 2021 was a 

remarkable illustration of that. According to BFSI, “the rate of cryptocurrency adoption has jumped 

880 percent in the last year”.  

Nowadays, Asia is the largest region in terms of cryptocurrency users, gathering around 

160 million users. India is the lead country in terms of the number of users with a stunning amount 

of 100 million users (7.30% of India´s total population). USA, Nigeria, Vietnam, and United Kingdom 

are the other leading countries in terms of the number of crypto users. If we rank the crypto 

infiltration in terms of percentage of the population, Ukraine appears on the top with 12.73% of 

Ukrainians own cryptocurrency and it is followed by Russia, Venezuela, Singapore, and Kenya. 

 
Figure 2- Crypto Users Worldwide (Source: Triple A) 

 
The success of cryptocurrency has largely to do with its characteristics. Broadly speaking, 

a cryptocurrency is digital money that exists on a distributed and decentralized ledger. It relies on 

cryptographic methods to create and process digital currencies and their corresponding 
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transactions through decentralized systems. In its turn, blockchain is a distributed database that 

stores blocks of data in a way that makes it impossible to hack, cheat or modify.  

Therefore, its authentication, easiness of transactions, push mechanism, and security are 

the primer drivers that, in many investors’ opinion, push cryptocurrencies a step ahead of other 

non-digital currencies. 

 

 

2021 CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKS 

 

Digital assets are going more mainstream 
 

Undeniably, worldwide popular companies are accepting crypto payments year over year. 

If in the first years that Bitcoin went public, we saw smaller companies accepting these payments, 

now, cryptocurrencies are considered a valid payment method for Coca-Cola, Booking, PayPal, 

BMW, among others. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 - Global Crypto Ownership (Source: Triple A) 
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Tesla $1.5 billion investment, its acceptance of Bitcoin as a payment method and 
Elon Musk’s tweets 

 

In February, Tesla disclosed in an SEC file that it had applied $1.5 billion to buy bitcoin in 

order to get “more flexibility to further diversify and maximize returns on our cash”. In addition, Elon 

Musk also announced that Tesla will start to accept bitcoin as a payment method for its products 

and services, which made Tesla the first main automaker to accept cryptocurrencies.  

This policy triggered a jump on Bitcoin’s price – according to Yahoo Finance, the Bitcoin 

price was $38,903.44 on 7th February and $46,196.46 on the end of the day when Tesla made that 

announcement, a level 19% higher. 

A few weeks earlier, after Elon Musk changed his personal bio on Twitter to “#bitcoin”, 

Bitcoin’s price flew 20% to $38,566. 

 

Coinbase Went Public 

 
The first major crypto company went public in April. Coinbase is an American 

cryptocurrency exchange platform. It was founded in 2012 and went public on April 14, 2021, on 

the Nasdaq exchange. 

 

Crypto Clampdown in China 

 
China’s digital assets crackdown is not new. Chinese authorities have been aiming for 

bitcoin since 2013. They believe that crypto assets disrupt the economy and induce illegal assets 

transfers and money laundering. In addition, the country’s efforts to shrink carbon emissions are 

threatened by the energy wasted by crypto miners.  

In September, the People’s Bank of China launched for the 20th time the exclusion of all 

crypto-related activities. Foreign crypto exchanges that provide services in China, trading of digital 

assets, order matching, token issuance, and derivates are now illegal in China. 

The major outcome of this policy is that China’s crackdown generated an opportunity for 

foreign bitcoin production operations. In October, the United States became the principal center 

for Bitcoin mining operations and businesses, but there are other important countries on these 

processes – Russia, Central Asia, and Europe. 
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El Salvador, the First Country to Accept Bitcoin as a Legal Currency 

 
It was in September when the first country in the world broadcasted the approval of Bitcoin 

as a legal currency, allowing it to be used in any transaction. Despite the widespread skepticism 

about digital assets and their potential risks, Nayib Bukele, the president of El Salvador, advanced 

with Bitcoin legalization. 

This policy relied on the fact that it would stimulate investment in the country, and it would 

help the citizens in the access to bank services and in savings in fees on transmittals sent home. 

 

 
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) go Mainstream 

 

Non-Fungible Tokens, or NFTs, were the latest cryptocurrency development to go 

mainstream.  

NFTs are pieces of digital content connected to the blockchain. In other words, NFTs 

correspond to trades of unique digital works of art and other collectibles. They are usually traded 

through cryptocurrencies or in dollars and the blockchain keeps a record of transactions. 

This alternative concept of unique digital pieces of art is not new, however, NFTs surged in 

popularity this year. 

Jack Dorsey’s first tweet traded for $2.9 million, a decade-old “Nyan Cat” GIF sold for 

$600,000, a Beeple’s video exchanged for $6.6 million are just some examples of what this 2021 

crypto-art boom was. 

It is important to point out that, in line with DrappRadar, the global market for NFTs touched 

the level of $22 billion in 2021, whereas in 2020 it only reached $100 million, twenty-two times 

higher. 

 

 

Cryptocurrency Bill in India 

 
India’s government is considering the imposition of “The Cryptocurrency and Regulation of 

Official Digital Currency Bill, 2021”. 

In line with Lok Sabha, the parliament of India, the purpose of this bill is “to create a 

facilitative framework for the creation of the official digital currency to be issued by the Reserve 

Bank of India (RBI). The bill also seeks to prohibit all private cryptocurrencies in India. However, it 

allows for certain exceptions to promote the underlying technology of cryptocurrency and its uses.” 
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Moreover, this bill can be seen as the result of the fear of fraud that could result from 

cryptocurrencies. 

 

 

Web 3.0 

 

Web 3.0, or, in its simplest form, the internet of the future, stands for the usage of the internet 

through decentralized blockchain technology. Throughout decentralized processes it overcomes 

the main drawback of Web 2.0 – the internet domination was concentrated within a few powerful 

companies.  

The internet of the future displays an unavoidable huge growth. If 2021 was already marked 

by the development of decentralized platforms and it took a step ahead to the rise of Web 3.0, it is 

expected that in 2022 these trends will grow even more. 

 

 
2022 CRYPTO PREDICTIONS 

 

Analysts’ predictions for crypto markets in 2022 are quite divided. If some expectations are 

on the growth side of these markets, other analysts believe that crypto assets are going to crash in 

2022. A widespread opinion is that digital assets went mainstream this year and it will be the 

regulatory policies that will dictate the course of the crypto markets in 2022. 

On one hand, the growth trend seen this year and the positions gained by the major 

cryptocurrencies in the economy’s environment are expected to continue in the following year. 

There are a lot of different bullish beliefs regarding the crypto markets among investors. Within 

these beliefs, the most spoken are that Bitcoin will reach the $100,000 level, its mining will be more 

sustainable, and there will be more countries that will accept bitcoin as a valid payment method. In 

addition, it is expected more digital asset companies to go public in 2022 and some investors also 

believe that Ethereum will beat Bitcoin as the primer cryptocurrency.  

On the other hand, some analysts fear a harsh decline in crypto markets next year. They 

contrast this 2021 bitcoin enthusiasm like the one that occurred in 2017 and its subsequent fall in 

2018. Carol Alexander, professor of finance at Sussex University, warn investors that bitcoin “has 

no fundamental value” and it is more seen as a “toy” than an investment, “If I were an investor now, 

I would think about coming out of bitcoin soon because its price will probably crash next year” – 

having, Bitcoin, a considerable weight on cryptocurrencies’ market capitalization, this can provoke 
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a crash. Additionally, Todd Lowenstein, chief equity strategist of union Bank’s private banking arm, 

compare the crypto bullish trend to past financial bubbles, “without question, bitcoin’s price chart 

appears to track many historical asset bubbles and busts and is carrying a ‘this time it’s different’ 

narrative just like other bubbles”. 

The common opinion is that the government policies will dictate the course of these 

markets. The two biggest countries in terms of population already publicly took their positions 

regarding cryptocurrencies. As mentioned before, China banned all cryptocurrencies’ transactions 

and India is about to create “The Cryptocurrency and Regulation of Official Digital Currency Bill”. 

Both countries, inhibit around 35% of the world’s population to be in these markets. Moreover, in 

line with Bloomberg’s “Global Cryptocurrencies 2022 Outlook”, is expected that the third largest 

country, the United States, will “embrace cryptocurrencies in 2022, with proper regulation and 

related bullish price implications”. 

Overall, are the crypto markets about to climb steady or fall in 2022? The governments’ 

regulation for these digital assets will be the key answer for the 2022 outlook. 

 

PROJECT ANALYSIS: CARDANO 

 

Cardano was founded in 2015 by Charles Hoskinson, an American mathematician and 

entrepreneur. Hoskinson got into cryptocurrency by first getting involved in the Bitcoin community 

and later on, he worked on Ethereum along with Vitalik Buterin, Gavin Wood and others. He is still 

dubbed a co-founder of Ethereum despite spending very little time there and his role apparently 

not having been as serious as one might think upon hearing the word “co-founder”. 

Cardano is a third-generation smart contract compatible, peer-reviewed blockchain 

protocol with a very big emphasis on academic research in order to make sure every single aspect 

of any given function and upgrade/update works perfectly fine upon going live, thus minimizing the 

possibility of buggy or faulty code that could pose a threat to users and their assets. This approach 

of slow but steady and calculated steps is also something that Cardano hopes to see from Dapps 

(decentralized applications) developers. 

It leverages Ouroboros, the first secure and peer-reviewed research-based Proof-of-Stake 

(PoS) blockchain protocol to tackle the blockchain trilemma introduced by Vitalik Buterin. This 

trilemma simply means that out of three aspects, a blockchain can only effectively address two and 
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will have to compromise one. The three aspects are: Security, Scalability and Decentralization. 

Ouroboros allows Cardano to be decentralized, over one hundred times more than Bitcoin, 

according to Hoskinson, while maintaining their security and at the same time being able to 

reportedly process around one million transactions per second once Hydra, their layer-2 scaling 

solution is introduced. 

Almost 6 years after being founded, there are still no Dapps live despite there being a 

massive ecosystem in the pipeline under development and an even bigger community eagerly 

waiting to use these Dapps. Only on the 5th of December did the first major Dex (decentralized 

exchange) deploy on testnet which is a sign that very soon we might start to see Cardano really 

start being used. 

Note that right after smart contracts were introduced, Minswap, a Dex, went live but only for 

a very short time due to an issue that meant that only one user could use the protocol at once. Also, 

at the time of writing, there is reportedly a lower profile Dex live on mainnet but it was not found 

upon searching for it. The eUTXO (Extended Unspent Transaction Output) model that Cardano 

uses, which is similar to that of bitcoin and very different from the account model used by Ethereum, 

was blamed for this issue and fear of more “Concurrency issues” came up. Hoskinson quickly 

addressed this via social media by saying that Cardano was designed to have no issues of this 

nature and blamed the developers of Minswap for poor coding. In an interview, representatives of 

some of the major Dex’s in development downplayed this supposed issue with projects taking 

different approaches in order to avoid making the same mistakes as Minswap who apparently tried 

to port over a model from Ethereum that clearly did not work well on Cardano. 

Because Cardano uses a PoS consensus mechanism it has introduced a whole new way of 

fund-raising for developing projects, whether building on it or not, called ISPO (Initial Stake Pool 

Offering). Simply put, a project creates a new stake pool and becomes a validator on the network 

or commissions a company to operate a pool for them, allows network participants to delegate to 

their stake pools and sets their fee to 100%, meaning they keep all of the block rewards that the 

pool generates. The project decides how many of their tokens the delegators will get per ADA (the 

native currency) of rewards that they would get if there was no fee. This is a great way for early 

backers to get tokens very early and completely risk-free. Also, it is a good “No-KYC” alternative to 

ICO’s (Initial Coin Offerings) and large public sales that in the past have shown not to appease 

some government authorities around the world. Note that despite this method having been first 
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introduced by Cardano projects such as Meld, SundaeSwap and Empowa, this is not necessarily 

or exclusive to Ouroboros and Cardano. 

Cardano also has a very detailed roadmap with the following iterations: Byron, Shelley, 

Goguen, Basho, and Voltaire.  

In September 2021, or Epoch 290, the transition to the “Goguen era” with the Alonzo Hard 

Fork, using the Hard Fork Combinator, a technology built by Cardano that allows hard forks to 

happen without system restart, interruption, or losing the previous block history of the blockchain 

meaning we currently have the Byron and the Shelley blocks along with the new Goguen blocks, 

introduced smart contracts. Next up is Basho which will address scaling and interoperability, and 

then Voltaire which addresses governance and aims to make the network truly decentralized. 

One aspect that so far really differentiates Cardano from its “competitors” (other smart 

contract compatible Layer 1’s) is the ability for users to stake their ADA on DeFi protocols whilst 

keeping that same ADA staked to stake pools on their wallets. Cardano offers around a 5% APY 

completely risk-free on staked ADA. This 5% are auto-compounded, never actually leave the 

holder’s wallet, and will, of course, vary depending on the pool’s saturation and the node’s uptime. 

 

Figure 4 - Percentage of Staked ADA (Source: Messari) 
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Earlier in December, Cardano (ADA) crossed an incredible milestone of 1 million staking 

wallets on its network after four years since inception. With a circulating supply of around 34,1 

Billion, it boasts an impressive 70% of the circulating supply staked on the Cardano Network which 

only boosts its security. This percentage tends to maintain pretty stable as we can see in the image 

above even though the price varies a lot. This is a good sign for long-term investors. 

 

Accumulation area 

From its record high of $3.16 achieved on the 2nd of September, ADA’s price has 

plummeted by more than 60%. In fact, ADA became one of the worst performers quarter-to-date, 

dropping about 45%. 

After a considerable drop earlier in December, ADA’s downtrend has stopped on the $1.2 

support level which has held so far. Now, the price attempts to break the resistance at $1.3. If the 

bulls hope to reverse the current downtrend, then a break above this key resistance is critical, and 

this move could be aided by the relatively low trading volume. This gives the bulls a good chance 

to reverse the downtrend, particularly if the bears lose interest in pushing ADA lower.   

ADA seems to be in a good accumulation zone and appears ready for a reversal in the $1.2 

or $1 support, but it is too early to call it. However, it’s important to keep a close eye on the market 

leaders as any significant weakness from ETH or BTC will most likely impact ADA's price negatively 

as well. 

 
Figure 5 - ADA/USD daily price chart, accumulation area (Source:TradingView) 
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Nevertheless, it’s important to mention that despite the bad performance for the quarter, 

ADA is still up around 600% year to date, while ETH is up around 400% and BTC up around 60%, 

with stronger than ever fundamentals.  

 

Twitter Sentiment 
 

 
Figure 6 - ADA Twitter Sentiment compared with price (Source: IntoTheBlock) 

 
By looking at the Twitter sentiment compared to price over the last year, we can clearly see 

that the price is much more volatile in periods in which the volume of tweets it’s higher and that the 

price tends to stabilize when the volume of tweets flattens out. Regarding the connotation (positive, 

negative, or neutral) we can’t really see a big trend pushing the price higher when the ratio of 

positive sentiment is higher because they normally balance out, except for the start of May when 

the ratio of positive sentiment was much higher, and the price also rallied for the first two weeks of 

May. 

In/Out of the Money analysis reveals that 82.58% of all current holders of Cardano are 

underwater. This means that over 3.24m addresses acquired ADA at a price that is higher than the 

current price today. 
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Figure 7 - In/Out of the Money (Source: IntoTheBlock) 

 

Despite the bad performance for the last quarter which led to most ADA holders being at a 

loss today, considering what has been said previously Cardano does not appear to have any bigger 

moves downwards in the cards, but this will only confirm if the ecosystem which is being built on 

Cardano gains traction and the Cardano network finally gets real adoption. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 - Cardano Ecosystem (Source: Coin98) 
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HOT BLOCKCHAIN REPORT: FLUX 

FLUX is at the top 150 top crypto market cap. The Flux project was firstly launched in Q1 

2020. The creators of the crypto were Tadeáš Kmenta, Parker Honeyman, and Daniel Keller, the 

creators of ZelCore, a multi-asset wallet, Zen Core. It is an open-source project driven by the 

community and does not involve any outside investors.   

The Flux ecosystem is a combination of decentralized computing and blockchain as a 

service solution, like Amazon AWS. 

Flux is a decentralized cloud computing network and uses the Proof-of-Work (PoW) 

consensus. Meanwhile, the FLUX cryptocurrency is the native utility token of this network that has 

several use cases like acting as a governance token, paying for the network's fees, and receiving 

rewards for mining. Users can use Flux to deploy Dapps (Decentralized apps) of their applications 

on multiple servers at the same time.  

The project's economic model is based on incentivizing holders through staking, miners 

using graphics processing units, and node operators that are rewarded for deploying CPU cores, 

RAM, and storage space to the network so it can be used to deploy Dapps by users.  

Flux's ecosystem competes with other hosting companies’ products and users can do the 

same things as they can do via AWS with increased security and privacy as Flux is based on 

blockchain. In the next image presented, we can see that a user can host cloud services into the 

Flux Blockchain, and in return, all they need is to do is lock 100 FLUX into a 6-month term staking 

contract. 
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Figure 9 – Price Comparisons (Source: RunonFlux) 

 

Defi In Flux 

Flux launched its innovative Fusion app that enables Flux to integrate seamlessly with 

decentralized finance on blockchains including Ethereum, Binance Smart chain, Kadena and 

Solana. 

A parallel asset is a token that is part of the Flux ecosystem but is hosted on another 

blockchain. For example, A Flux-ETH token lives on the Ethereum blockchain and is no different 

from any other token on that chain. It can be traded and also needs to follow all the rules on that 

blockchain such as fees. 

Flux will have parallel tokens on more than 10 different blockchains. So far Flux has parallel 

assets on Kadena, Binance Smart Chain, Ethereum, Solana, and Tron. The other 5 blockchains are 

yet to be announced. These parallel assets provide many opportunities for Flux holders as Flux can 

‘travel’ to other blockchains and give holders access to decentralized exchanges on those chains. 

The parallel assets can be returned to native Flux or swapped to another Flux token via the Fusion 

app, making Flux a very versatile asset, especially in Defi development over time. 

  Currently, Flux trades at 1.42€, with an all-time high of 3.71€. Flux has a total market cap of 

316M euros and a total supply of 440M FLUX 
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DISCLAIMER 

 
This report was elaborated by Equity Research Analysts from the Research Division 

of ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club. ISCTE Business School does not take 

responsibility for the information expressed in this document. All data was collected by our 

analysts from Bloomberg L.P. and Thomson Reuters databases and used to generate 

statistics and graphs in excel software. These graphs are property of ITIC and should not 

be copied.  

ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club is a Training & Research Association of 

Finance & Investment, headquartered in ISCTE Business School, Lisbon. Copyright 2017 

ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club. All rights reserved. This report has been 

prepared and issued by ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club for publication globally.  

All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly 

available sources that are believed to be reliable, however we do not guarantee the 

accuracy or completeness of this report. Opinions contained in this report represent those 

of the equity research division of ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club at the time of 

publication. The securities described in Equity Research may not be eligible for sale in all 

jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors.  

 

No part of this material may be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any 

means or (ii) redistributed without the prior written consent of ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment 

Club. 
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ISCTE Trading & Investment Club (ITIC) is a non-profit student organization of ISCTE 

Business School, who promotes training and research in Finance and Investment. The 

club intends to train the best professionals in the industry and promote its analysts by 

their commitment to producing useful and truthful information and analysis based on 

excellence. 

 

#FinancialKnowledge 

More content in www.itic-iscte.com 
 

Disclaimer: All content present in this newsletter has only an informative nature and should not be seen as financial advisory of any sort. 
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